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Scotland’s white-tailed eagle population
continues to grow. With each year that passes
another record is broken, old haunts are revisited
and areas are re-colonised as eyries previously
used by white-tailed eagles for thousands of years
are re-occupied. Their recovery is now well
established. It is a picture that is reflected in
several white-tailed eagle populations elsewhere
in Europe too.
Remarkably, a few birds remain from the original
donor stock brought from Norway for the first
phase of the reintroduction in the 1970s and 80s.
Those that do survive are now over 30 years old
and have several generations of their off spring
populating our shores.
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Summary of the 2013 breeding season
2013 saw a sizable step up in the number of occupied territories in west
Scotland from 67 in 2012 to 79. Amongst the 12 new territories were
several which marked significant range extensions, most notably two on
mainland Argyll south of Oban. There are now 22 territories in Mull and
the Argyll islands, 23 in the Western Isles, 19 confirmed on Skye and the
Small Isles and 15 on the mainland. In addition to the 12 new pairs
establishing territories, there were indications of at least 12 young pairs
prospecting for territories. Many of the latter contained adult or sub
adult birds that are likely to become part of the breeding population in
2014.
Despite the 18% increase in territorial pairs, the number of chicks
produced in 2013 was similar to 2012 – a reflection perhaps on the long
cold spring affecting birds coming into condition for laying or during
incubation. Seventy two pairs were confirmed to have made breeding
attempts, 48 of which were successful in raising 61 young to fledging.
Annual productivity was therefore 0.85 chicks per breeding pair and 0.77
chicks per territorial pair. This compares with 1.02 and 0.90 respectively
in 2012. Productivity per breeding pair was highest in Uist and Skye and
lowest in Lochaber, Argyll mainland and in the Small Isles.

Photo Iain Erskine

A summary of the west of Scotland white-tailed eagle population
with news from elsewhere

2013%saw%a%sizable%
step%up%in%the%number%
of%occupied%territories%
in%west%Scotland%from%
67%in%2012%to%79.%%

The east Scotland project celebrated their first three territorial pairs, one of which successfully reared a chick.
In Ireland ten pairs hold territories. Three of these attempted to breed but only one pair was successful,
managing to raise not just one chick but two!

This newsletter is produced by the RSPB on behalf of the White-tailed Eagle Project Team
This newsletter reports on the progress made by the White-tailed Eagle Re-introduction Project that
commenced in 1975, when young white-tailed sea eagles, imported from Norway, were released on the west
coast of Scotland. While the focus is on the west Scotland population, this newsletter also includes a
summary of white-tailed eagle projects elsewhere in the British Isles.
Written and compiled by: Alison MacLennan, David Sexton (RSPB Scotland) and Shirley Grant. Summaries
of the reintroductions in East Scotland and Ireland are drawn from material by Allan Mee (Golden Eagle
Trust) and Rhian Evans (RSPB). Photographic illustrations are kindly donated by Andy Law, Allan Mee,
Rhian Evans, Chris Hodgson, Iain Erskine, BBC, John McAvoy, Wendy Taylor MacLean, Chris Tyler,
Alison MacLennan, Shirley Grant, Sarah Harris, Sarah Stephenson, David Sexton. Cover photo Andy Law.

RSPB Scotland - Giving nature a home, so that birds and wildlife can thrive again.
Join today at www.rspb.org.uk/join
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Ten-year summary 2004 - 2013
Territorial pairs
Clutches laid
Broods confirmed
hatched
Successful broods
Young fledged
Young fledged per
breeding pair
Young fledged per
territorial pair

2004
32
28
19

2005
33
28
21

2006
36
31
25

2007
42
35
31

2008
44
35
21

2009
46
39
31

2010
52
47
34

2011
57
50
38

2012
67
59
45

2013
79
72
54

15
19
0.68

17
24
0.86

21
29
0.94

24
34
0.97

20
28
0.85

24
36
0.92

33
46
0.98

32
43
0.86

41
59
1.0

48
61
0.85

0.59

0.73

0.81

0.81

0.64

0.78

0.88

0.75

0.88

0.77
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Summary of the 2013 season on Mull and the Argyll Islands
The population on Mull and the Argyll
islands increased from 18 territorial pairs in
2012 to 22 in 2013. Despite all pairs
attempting to breed, the productivity was
greatly reduced from 1.2/1.3 chicks per
territorial / breeding pair respectively in
2012 to 0.77 in 2013. Although this is line
with the population average for the year,
Mull has usually shown a higher than
average productivity. In 2013 only two
pairs fledged two chicks. In territory 27,
two chicks were ringed but only one
survived to fledge. At least five other pairs
hatched two chicks but only fledged single
chicks.
A number of the nest sites are in the public
eye, some of those being the focus for tour
boat operators. One site is known to have
failed following disturbance from campers
nearby.

Territory
number
1
2
18
19
20
21
27
29
33
48
51
58
59
62
63
69
70
76
78
79
80
81

Male

Female
untagged
untagged
92 green L
untagged
96 grey L
98 green X
untagged
00 yellow ●
98 green T
03 pink T
04 green X
06 yellow L
untagged
07 white 5
05 red E
untagged
06 yellow X
?untagged
06 yellow C
06 yellow 1

Fledged
young
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
2
2
1
0
0
0

Black colour
ring legend
G1 11
G1 12
G1 16
Not ringed
G1 05 /G1 06
G1 13
G1 19
G1 17
G1 22
G1 20
Not ringed
G1 23/ G1 24
G1 15
-

untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
07 white 3
02 blue X
06 yellow P
05 red I
07 white E
06 yellow G
untagged
06 yellow ●
?untagged
06 yellow E
08 silver
/red ring
untagged
untagged

07 white A
07 white M

1
1

G1 21
G1 14

Summary of the 2013 season on Skye and the Small Isles
Male

Female
untagged

11
24
31
35
36
42
43
47
50
56

08 silver
/red A9 81
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
Yellow V
untagged
untagged
untagged
02 blue ?T
Yellow T

57
60
77
82
83

Red V
unknown
untagged
07 white
02 blue

untagged
untagged
98 green N
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
Pink
untagged
Pink G
(stub right)
Red O
unknown
untagged
07 white H
06 yellow

Fledged
young
0

Black colour
ring legend
-

1
0
2
2
1
2
1
0
1
2

G1 28
G1 26/ G1 27
Not ringed
G1 31
G0 94 / G0 95
G1 25
G1 29
G1 32 / G1 33

1
0
0
0
1

G1 10
G1 30

At territory 8, a new male which fledged from territory 11
in 2008 took up residence, the old male having
disappeared over the winter. At territory 50 the male was
paired with the female that had previously occupied
territory 60. They successfully reared a chick for the first
time since he established his territory in 2007.
4

With two new territories confirmed on Skye
in 2013, the population stands at 15
territorial pairs, 12 of which attempted to
breed and 9 of those successfully reared 13
chicks. This equates to a breeding
productivity of 0.88 chicks per territorial
pair and 1.07 chicks per breeding pair – the
highest productivity on the island this
century. One of the territories - territory 31
- bred successfully for the first time since
2006, rearing two chicks in their favoured
core area. The adults are believed to be the
same pair, however at least two other pairs
showed a change in the pairing.

Photo Alison MacLennan

Territory
number
8
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Summary of 2013 season in the Western Isles

Muirburn was once again an issue for
breeding birds. One nest in Lewis was
abandoned after it was completely burnt
out, while one site in the Southern Isles
survived a burn that came within metres
of the eyrie. Miraculously the two chicks
survived and fledged successfully.

89
90

Male

Female

untagged
untagged
untagged
98 green F
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
03 pink L
04 green N
05 red H
06 yellow 9
06 yellow
untagged
untagged
07 white
Pale stub
untagged
untagged
2010 sat
tagged
untagged
untagged

untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
04 green 3
untagged
untagged
02 blue K
03 pink S
untagged
untagged
untagged
06 yellow
untagged
07 white T
07 white R
untagged
07 white
untagged
2009 sat
tagged
untagged
untagged

Fledged
young
0
0
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
0
1
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
0

Black colour
ring legend
G0 85
G0 69
G0 50
Not ringed
G0 68
G0 87
G1 02 / G1 03
G1 00 / G1 04
G0 39 / G0 40
G1 01
G0 88 /G0 89
Not ringed
G0 37
G0 90
-

0
2

G0 48 /G049

2013%saw%the%first%chicks%reared%on%
Barra%in%over%100%years.

Inhabitants at Valla
Field on the Shetland
Isles received a 2013
New Year’s Day
surprise, when a 2year old colour
ringed Norwegian
white-tailed eagle
visited for a few days.

Photo Brydon Thomason

In Lewis and Harris, 12 of the 14
territorial pairs attempted to breed, seven
of those were successful in raising 10
chicks. Productivity on Lewis and Harris
was therefore lower than in Uist with
0.71 chicks per territorial pair and 0.83
per breeding pair. All three new pairs
comprised sub adult females, so it was
not too surprising that two did not lay
and the third was unsuccessful.

Territory
number
3
9
17
30
34
39
41
44
45
46
52
54
64
65
68
72
73
74
84
87
88

Photo Taylor MacLean Photography

There are now 23 territories in the
Western Isles, with one new territory in
Uist, bringing their total to nine and
three new territories in Lewis and Harris,
bringing the total there to 14. The Uist
birds had an exceptionally good year
with all bar the new pair being successful
in raising chicks giving a productivity of
1.2 chicks per territorial/ breeding pair.
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Summary of 2013 season on the west Scotland mainland

Photo Sarah Harris

There were six confirmed
territories in Wester Ross
(including one in Lochalsh) in
2013, six in Lochaber and
four in Argyll, bringing the
mainland total to 16.

Territory
number
22
23
28
37

Location

Male

Female

W Ross
W Ross
Lochaber
W Ross

untagged
untagged
untagged
White T

38
40
49
53
55
57
61
67
71

Lochaber
Argyll
Lochaber
W Ross
W Ross
W Ross
Lochaber
Lochaber
Lochaber

75
85
86

Argyll
Argyll
Argyll

untagged
untagged
untagged
untagged
05 red 4
Red V
07 white L
06 yellow K
08 silver /
red A9 68
06 yellow H
06 yellow O
?

untagged
untagged
Blue stub rt
untagged ?98
green 0
untagged
untagged
03 pink O
04 green A
06 yellow 2
Red O
untagged
04 green F
08 sliver/ red
A9 78
untagged
07 Irish ●
07 white 7
bars

Fledged
young
0
1
1
2

Black colour
ring legend
G0 98
G1 18
G0 96 / G0 97

1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

Not ringed
G0 61
G1 09
G0 99
G1 10
-

1
0
0

G0 60
-

Wester Ross
Including the pair in Lochalsh, the six pairs in Wester Ross have been breeding since 2010. All pairs
attempted to breed, four of which successfully raised five chicks, giving a productivity ratio of 0.8 chicks per
territorial / breeding pair. The two failures in central Wester Ross, were both associated with periods of
stormy weather close to hatching when the chicks were at a very vulnerable stage.
Lochaber
Three of the six pairs in Lochaber each fledged single chicks resulting in a productivity ratio of 0.5 chicks per
territorial/ breeding pair. Disturbance is implicated in the failure of all of the other three pairs. One site was
close to an old footpath which became more regularly used when it was discovered the nest was present. A
second site was disturbed by campers and fishermen. In the third case, the pair had persisted in their
breeding attempt despite a muirburn in early April coming within 100m of the nest. The remains of a
broken egg and partially developed embryo were found stuck to a branch below the nest, but one chick
hatched and survived to 4-5 weeks old. Sadly, it was also discovered dead below the nest, in circumstances
which suggested it may have been knocked out of the nest when the adults were startled for some reason.
Argyll mainland
For several years the Argyll mainland supported only one territorial pair of white-tailed eagles, but recently
the numbers have picked up as the population in core areas has increased in density and young birds have
had to move into peripheral areas. Two new territories to the south of Oban mark a significant range
extension for the population in 2013. The two longer established territories each fledged one chick, while
the two new pairs were unsuccessful. The female of one of the new pairs, is a Norwegian imported bird,
released in County Clare in Ireland in 2007. This is the first record of an Irish released bird attempting to
breed in Scotland. Two eggs were laid but the remains of both were found broken below the nest in late
May. Due to difficulty in observing the second new nest it could not be confirmed that they attempted to
breed but their behaviour suggested they had laid eggs.
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In total, 54 white-tailed eagle chicks from 42 nests were
fitted with a BTO metal ring on the right leg and an
engraved black ring on the left leg. The latter ring ties in
with the International White-tailed Eagle Colour Ringing
Programme as organised by Bjőrn Helander in Sweden.
The single black coloured ring is no longer specific to the
year but is regarded as the most noticeable and readable
ring for long distance identification using telescope or
digital photographs. Two of the chicks ringed in June were
later found dead below their respective nests, having died
before fledging.

Photo Shirley Grant

Ringing

Diet
Detailed nest clearouts to examine the diet of chicks after they have left the nest, are now only conducted
where there is a specific need for information. The information gathered from studies conducted up to
2010, established the dietary preferences of a wide selection of pairs showing some local differences but
overall a fairly consistent pattern.
The information detailed below was noted when the nest was visited in June 2013 to ring the chick(s).
With the exception of fulmar remains in some nests, there were only one or two specimens / parts of each
species listed. As in previous years, fulmar was the most commonly noted prey item, along with a range of
other seabird species. Lamb remains were present in less than half of the sites visited and in most cases
only one or two individuals were represented by small parts of the skeleton. Fish, as always, are underrecorded as they tend to be completely devoured soon after they are presented at the nest.
Territory code
17
23
27
30
31
33
34
36
41
43
44
45
46
50
52
53
57
64
68
70
73
74
81
90

Location
Southern Isles
Wester Ross
Mull
Lewis
Skye
Mull
Southern Isles
Skye
Harris
Skye
Southern Isles
Lewis
Lewis
Skye
Southern Isles
Wester Ross
Lochalsh
Harris
Southern Isles
Mull
Southern Isles
Southern Isles
Mull
Southern Isles

Items identified
Fulmar, lamb
Deer
Dogfish, lamb, goose, fulmar
Shag, rabbit, mountain hare, lamb, mackerel, gannet
Gannet, shag pullus, fulmar, fish (Pollock?)
Rabbit, shag, raven, lamb, Sea trout
Fish, fulmar
Octopus
Raven, puffin, shag, guillemot, razorbill, lamb, fulmar, gull
Fulmar, lamb, greylag goose, gull
Fulmar, lamb
Fulmar, guillemot, rabbit, greylag goose
Fulmar, rabbit, lamb, shag, curlew
Sheep, shag pullus, dogfish, fulmar, wood pigeon
Greylag gosling, lamb
Red deer calf, trout, hooded crow, grouse
Brown trout, eider,
Mountain hare, greylag goose, fulmar, lamb, grouse
Fulmar
Hedgehog, rabbit, fulmar
Fulmar, lamb
Fulmar
Fulmar, hedgehog, rabbit, fish
Fulmar
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East of Scotland
The east Scotland project marks the third phase of the re-introduction of white-tailed eagles to Scotland. Of
the 85 young birds imported from Norway that were released in Fife over a six-year period (2007-2012), 59
are thought to be still alive and 27 of those were tracked in 2013. As was seen on the west coast when the
white-tailed eagles were released there, the birds disperse far and wide from their release site. Since young
birds naturally wander widely during the first 3-5 years of life while they mature, this pattern of dispersal was
not unexpected. A few birds have wandered west and through interaction with the west coast population,
three birds (two from 2007 and one from 2008) have paired and settled to breed.

Photo Rhian Evans

Three pairs were located in the east of Scotland, one of
which bred successfully in Fife, raising one chick that
was fitted with a satellite tracker and a white wing tag
with the number one. The parents, seen in the
background of the photo, are both turquoise tagged
Norwegian birds released in 2009.

Photo Rhian Evans

East Scotland’s first chick in over 100 years

Photo BBC

East Scotland’s first white-tailed eagle family

A detailed analysis of the dietary remains gleaned
from the nest after the youngster had fledged
identified that it had been fed a diet of mainly fish,
gulls, rabbit, guillemot and roe deer, with some
evidence also for a small amount of corvid, goose,
lamb, oystercatcher and common scoter.

A second pair built a nest in Angus, but their
nest tree was felled before they were allowed to
breed. White-tailed eagle nests are protected
from intentional or reckless damage, destruction
or interference at all times, under Schedule A1.
Police investigations failed to bring forward a
prosecution and the case was closed, following
extensive media coverage. The pair were closely
monitored and remained on territory, building a
second nest structure later in the summer.

Discovery of the felled nest in Angus

The third pair, located in Inverness district, comprised a 3-year old female and an unidentified male. They
made a half-hearted attempt at building a nest but made no attempt to breed.
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Ireland
Irish white-tailed eagle reintroduction update 2013
The Irish project to re-establish a population of white-tailed eagles started concurrently with the east
Scotland project (2007). Chicks were imported from the Trondelag area of Norway over a five year period,
with the final batch of 23 birds being released in 2011, bringing the total to 100.
White-tailed eagles usually start to breed when they are mature at five years old, but the formation of pairs
and sometimes breeding, can happen at a younger age. The first signs of pairing in Ireland occurred in
2010. By 2011, four pairs were evident, one of which made the record books by being the first pair to
attempt to breed in the wild in Ireland for over 100 years. In 2013, ten pairs were confirmed to be holding
territory, five of which built nests and three of those went on to lay eggs. The record for successfully rearing
the first wild bred white-tailed eagle chick in Ireland in over 100 years goes to the pair in County Clare that
reared two! Although one other pair reared a chick to nine weeks old, it died when the nest collapsed during
exceptionally dry, hot weather. County Clare, Kerry and Galway are emerging as the core area for the reestablishing Irish population.

Photo Allan Mee

One of Ireland’s first wild
bred chicks in over 100
years is surprised to see the
project officer as he climbs
the nest tree to give the
chicks a health check and
fit its wing tags.

Three young white-tailed eagles were found dead in Ireland in 2013. One of those was confirmed poisoned
and the cause of death of the other two was unknown. This brings the total number of recovered losses to
27, 12 of which have been confirmed to have been poisoned. Since 2010, legislation has been introduced to
ban the use of poisons in Ireland, with the exception of rodenticides around farms. Despite this, illegal
poisoning remains the greatest threat to the re-establishing population. Three youngsters have been killed by
wind turbines, giving cause for concern that this risk may increase in future if the proposals for mega
windfarms in the Irish midlands come to fruition.
A six-year old female released in Ireland in 2007 attempted to breed in Argyll in 2013 with a male from the
west of Scotland.
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Species protection & Community Involvement
Mull Eagle Watch
2013 marked a distinct change in the approach to community, volunteer and police involvement in how
the nest protection scheme operated. The original ‘Operation Easter’ approach of dedicated staff and
volunteers monitoring a few nests around the clock has had to evolve to take account of the increasing
population of white-tailed eagles. The new ‘wildlife neighbourhood watch’ system involving Police
Scotland, RSPB, FCS, SNH, Mull & Iona Community Trust, local and visiting volunteers and other key
members of the island community worked extremely well. Farmers and landowners continue to play a
critical role in keeping the eagles safe from harm and they, together with holiday-makers and island
residents, keep an ‘eagle-eye’ open for any suspicious vehicles or individuals near known eagle areas.
Police Scotland officers on the island are briefed on the exact locations of key nesting pairs so are able to
respond if there are any incidents of disturbance. In 2013 there were no recorded cases of disturbance on
Mull and the eagles had a successful nesting season fledging 16 young.

Photo Chris Hodgson

Wester Ross and Skye Community monitoring programme
Over the past couple of years almost 100 community members in
Wester Ross, Skye and West Scotland have volunteered to become
involved in the monitoring of white-tailed eagle territories close to
their homes. The volunteers received training on white-tailed eagle
ecology, field identification, sexing and aging of birds, monitoring
methods, recording of data, their legal status and species
protection, the latter being delivered by the local Wildlife Crime
Officer, PC Ed Fraser. Not only is this tremendously helpful in
continuing the monitoring of an expanding population, but, as in
Mull, it is a great benefit to have local people keeping an eye out for
any suspicious behaviour that might adversely affect the birds. This
programme has been widely welcomed by those who have
embraced the opportunity to become more involved with their
local wildlife. The expert tuition received has been greatly
appreciated and is seen as an essential part of building awareness
and confidence in community members taking ownership and
responsibility for local issues.

The Eagle Fund
The partnership which runs the Mull Eagle Hide distributes income from its visitors to local community
projects on Mull and Iona thus spreading the benefits of white-tailed eagles in a unique way to fragile island
economies. This year another diverse and interesting array of good causes have benefitted. Examples
include: the Snooker Club, a musical performance in Iona Abbey, transport for Musical Minds - a club for
dementia sufferers and carers, interpretation boards for NW Mull Community Woodlands, Ross of Mull
playgroup, Tobermory community allotments, Mull Mòd, the community choir, Tobermory High School
football club, Craignure play park, equipment for the Pony Club, Mull & Iona Schools Pipe Band, Bee
Keepers Association, Brownies Event at Duart Castle, Mull Historical & Archaeological Society, Sound of
Mull Radio, Family Ceilidh at Hogmanay, Sheepdog Trials pens and gates, Junior Golfers competition,
Army Cadets First Aid training, the Mull Slaughterhouse, new Salen Show trophy and many more. The
partnership comprises RSPB, FCS, SNH, Police Scotland and Mull & Iona Community Trust which
administers the small grant application process. The recipients acknowledge the sea eagle fund with the Mull
Harriers athletics club emblazoning ‘thanks to Mull sea eagles’ on the back of their T-shirts. A full list of the
35+ projects that received funding from the white-tailed eagle project is available from the Mull & Iona
Community Trust.
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SEEVIEWS Schools’ education work
Secondary education
With the introduction of the new Curriculum for Excellence in Scottish schools, the RSPB were
approached with a request to use the white-tailed eagle as part of the subject matter in the Level 4 and 5
Biology course at Portree High School. The white-tailed eagle is an excellent local example of a reintroduction following extinction due to persecution and is ideally suited to fit the criteria required for this
section of the curriculum.
Since the white-tailed eagle was re-introduced to Scotland, the RSPB and SNH have been collecting data on
the population expansion, breeding success and diet, providing a unique, live dataset on how a population
grows and continues to change from such small beginnings. A powerpoint presentation gave an
introduction to the project and formed the basis for pupils to take forward their own research. Real data
from the database were extracted to provide ideal material for pupils to work with, adding value to their
assignments and giving them an opportunity to draw up their own graphs and charts.

Photo Alison MacLennan

Almost 800 pupils from 28 schools took part in the Marine
Education Days held in Portree, Ullapool, Gairloch,
Auchtertyre and Lochcarron during 2013. Designed to raise
awareness and understanding of the marine environment, the
events provided a wide range of activities on the wildlife,
pollution, protection and uses of our seas. While the schools
ranged from Dunvegan to Loch Duich and Glenelg to
Lochinver, the providers came from all over Scotland
representing the RSPB, Marine Conservation Society, Highland
Council, National Trust for Scotland, Wester Ross Fisheries
Trust, Hebridean Whale and Dolphin Society, Scottish
Association for Marine Science, along with local fisherman
Brian Wells and story-teller & musician Bob Pegg. White-tailed
eagles are very much part of the marine environment in
Scotland and the events gave the opportunity for children and
teachers to learn about them in this context.

Photo Sarah Stephenson

Primary education

Nursery education
RSPB education officers skillfully developed new resources in the form of a story mat to cater for the
demand for white-tailed eagle education activities for nursery classes. Based on a custom made fabric mat
depicting the landscape in west Scotland and numerous puppets and props, the “Sigurd the Sea Eagle” story
provides an opportunity for the children to discuss their environment and hear the story of the extinction
and subsequent re-introduction of white-tailed eagles to Scotland.

Out of school education activities included White-tailed Eagle Safaris, with
Skyelarks (Wildlife Explorer Group for Skye & Lochalsh) members
undertaking training before leading members of the public on a walk to a
cliff top the next day. Each child chose a different aspect of white-tailed
eagle ecology to talk about to their enthralled audience and they even had
some eagles to watch!

Photo Sarah Stephenson

Wildlife group activities
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Opportunities to see white-tailed eagles
Mull Eagle Hide
The world famous Eagle Hide on FCS ground at Glen Seilisdeir had a very successful season with 3,500
visitors and £20,000 income received. This income is divided 50:50 between a wide range of local projects
and good causes on Mull and Iona (see separate report) and allowing for the continuation of a seasonal
ranger job on Mull to assist the Mull & Iona Ranger Service. The booking system for trips was again
contracted successfully to the VisitScotland Office in Craignure where some 50% of the total enquiries to
that office are concerned with the Mull Eagle Hide. The pair of white-tailed eagles known as Fingal and his
mate Iona nested successfully just 250m from the award winning forest viewing area. One chick fledged in
July and was named Orion by pupils from Tobermory Primary School. The hide received critical acclaim all
season from 100% scores on ‘Mystery Shopper’ surveys, to retaining five stars from VisitScotland as an
“exceptional wildlife experience” and regularly maintaining the top spot as a Mull visitor attraction on
TripAdvisor.
Isle of Skye white-tailed eagle exhibition

The CCTV camera was installed on the nest in territory 43 on
Skye on the 9th of June. Due to the location, the live pictures
had to be relayed by VHF signal to a nearby cottage, where they
were recorded for screening at the White-tailed Eagle
Exhibition in Aros, Nanny’s Tearoom in Shieldaig and the
National Trust for Scotland Visitor Centre in Torridon.

Photo Chris Tyler

Almost 4,500 visitors to the exhibition at Aros, by Portree,
enjoyed watching the antics of the growing chick on the high
quality nearly live CCTV footage.

The white-tailed eagle exhibition at Aros has
continued to grow over the years. In 2013 new
iPad based games on Skye wildlife, funded by
HLF and LEADER were added to the exhibits.

For those of you who would like to know where to go to see a
white-tailed sea eagle in Mull, Skye or Wester Ross we have
produced a couple of leaflets which will guide you to spots
where the birds are regularly seen.
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Many people are confused by the size and characteristics of
different raptor species, especially when they are seen in
silhouette, so with funding from HLF and LEADER we
decided to make a simple ID card to help out.
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Media coverage
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The west coast of Scotland – in particular Skye, Mull and
the Outer Isles continued to receive positive international
media coverage as a result of the white-tailed eagle
project. The Bafta-nominated BBC Scotland series
‘Hebrides – Islands on the Edge’ aired first in Scotland on
BBC One. Later in the year, it aired across the UK
network on BBC Two, bringing the estimated UK
audience to over 2.5M and is soon to be repeated again.
It has new been screened around the world and is
available on DVD. The white-tailed eagles were a regular
feature throughout the series with the Mull and Skye pairs
starring in programmes two and four. In addition, the
Discovery Channel filmed the eagles for their ‘World’s
Wildest Islands’ series which was aired around the world.
The popular ITV series ‘Ray Mears Wild Britain’ filmed at
the Mull Eagle Hide and this series has now been shown
and repeated three times across ITV 1 and STV.
Another major series on BBC One filmed a pair of whitetailed eagles on Mull for the series ‘The Great British
Wildlife Revival’ which went out at peak time on Sunday
evenings during the summer. The eagles in Skye and
Lochalsh featured on ‘The One Show’ during the year, in
an item entitled “Eagle Eatery” with interviews with Mike
Dilger. The BBC Radio 2 Simon Mayo Show covered the
eagle story and there continued to be regular coverage in
magazines and newspapers throughout the year.
A stunning short film on white-tailed eagles made by
wildlife film cameraman, Jim Manthorpe, for his degree
course at Salford University, helped earn him a first class
honours with distinction. The film stars ‘Victor’ or red
‘V’ as he is otherwise known. Victor is a familiar sight for
the crew of the Glenelg ferry to Skye, making regular
appearances to the narrows to catch fish or harass the
gulls for their catch. Let’s hope we will be seeing lots
more of Jim’s expertise with a camera in future. The film
can be viewed at
http://www.jimmanthorpe.com/cameraman/film-clips/

Kellan, a young sea eagle found injured on Mull by a farmer and
treated by the Scottish SPCA and RZSS vets. He was released in
2009 after recuperating and recovering following an operation to
treat a broken wing and other serious injuries. Amazingly, he has
survived! He was seen alive and well, flying strongly on Mull in
2013. He is now four years old and beginning to moult into adult
plumage. Hopes are high that he will soon find a mate and breed
successfully. His survival is a great tribute to the skills of the
veterinary surgeon and the care of the staff at the SSPCA Wildlife
Hospital. But he also owes his life to the farmer who first found
and reported him to RSPB. Thank you all (on behalf of Kellan!)”

Photo John McAvoy
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Contact us:

Further Information

White-tailed Eagle Project Team

If you would like further information on whitetailed eagles go to www.rspb.org.uk or if you would
like additional copies of this newsletter visit
http://www.rspb.org.uk/ourwork/library/newslett
ers.asp

Get involved!

RSPB Scotland, Etive House, Beechwood Park,
Inverness, IV2 3BW
Tel: 01463 715000
E-mail: WestScotlandSeaEagles@rspb.org.uk

Have you seen a white-tailed sea eagle?

The White-tailed Eagle Project Team is keen to receive
sightings of sea eagles and encourage observers to send
reports to the RSPB who collate the information on
their behalf. Many birds have distinctive wing-tags and
as of 2008, young birds in the west of Scotland have
been fitted with a coloured leg ring. Details of these
and their inscriptions are especially important. Please
phone or send any information to your local RSPB
office, or to the North Scotland Regional Office in
Inverness. You may wish to make a note of these
details before you call.
Contact
Mull
Dave Sexton
RSPB Mull Office
Dunvegan Cottage
Pier Road
Salen
Mull PA72 6JL
01680 300 387

Date
Time
Location
Grid reference (if possible)
Number of birds
Age of birds
Distinguishing marks
Activity

Skye
Alison MacLennan
RSPB Skye Office
Old Corry Industrial Estate,
Broadford
Isle of Skye
IV49 9AB
01471 822 882

Tay
Rhian Evans
RSPB Tayside & Fife Office
Robertson House
1 Whitefriars
Perth
PH2 0PA
01738 630783
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